


Music is singular for being ephemeral;
it becomes, ends and then you have to carry it in your head

Edward Said

Pensavo, è bello che dove finiscono le mia dita 
debba in qualche modo incominciare una chitarra

I thought how beautiful it is that where my fingers
 end, somehow a guitar should begin

F. De Andre

Ce qu’on ne peut dire et ce qu’on ne peut taire, la musique 
l’exprime

Music expresses what cannot be said `and on which it is
impossible to keep silents

V. Hugo

›



Al Kamandjâti Association (AK) was created in October 2002 by Ramzi Abured-
wan, a Palestinian violist (gold medal from the Conservatoire of Angers) from the Al 
Am’ari refugee camp, Ramallah. AK aims at supporting the education and schooling 
of Palestinian children by making music more accessible to them, especially those 
living in refugee camps and villages throughout Palestine and Lebanon. This project 
encourages them to make music and thus transcend the daily hardships due to the 
Israeli military occupation. AK currently teaches 500 students.
www.alkamandjati.com

Terre des Hommes was established in 1960 by the Swiss  jour-
nalist Edmond Kaiser and  its name is inspired by the title of a 
book of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. After 5 decades, Terre des 
Hommes International Federation involves 10 national organiza-

tions working to protect children’s right and to promote an equitable development. Currently, Terre des Hommes 
works in 72 Countries with more than 1.200 projects in favor of vulnerable children.
Terre des Hommes Italia Foundation (TdH It) is currently intervening in 24 low-income countries, irrespective of po-
litical, racial or religious considerations, in defense of the rights of children. Tdh-It has been operating in the occupied 
Palestinian Territories since 2000, where it implements actions aiming at responding to a number of basic needs of 
children and vulnerable people in Palestinian society while promoting children’s and vulnerable people’s basic rights, 
as stated in the international conventions, namely the right to education, health and expression as well as the right to 
a balanced psychosocial development, with the belief that attaining these rights will empower and enable Palestin-
ian children and vulnerable people to become active citizens in their communities. Tdh-It implements this strategy in 
partnership with Palestinian NGOs, contributing to their institutional building and development by providing them 
with technical and financial capacities.
www.terredeshommes.it

 
The European Union is made up of 27 Member States who have decided 
to gradually link together their know-how, resources and destinies. Together, 
during a period of enlargement of 50 years, they have built a zone of stability, 
democracy and sustainable development whilst maintaining cultural diver-
sity, tolerance and individual freedoms.

The European Union is committed to sharing its achievements and its values 
with countries and peoples beyond its borders.

The European Union is a major player in international cooperation and devel-
opment aid. It is also the world’s largest humanitarian aid donor. The primary 
aim of the EU’s own development policy, agreed in November 2000, is the 
eradication of poverty.

http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/westbank/index_ar.htm
http://europa.eu
http://ec.europa.eu/world

The project is co-funded by
The European Union
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    2. Introduction

In the frame of the project “Music bridges West Bank, Italy and France”, implemented by Terre des Hommes Italy (Tdh-It) and 
Al Kamandjati and co-funded by TdH-It and the European Union, the possibilities of access to culture in general and to music 
in particular of children and cultural agents living and/or working in the 3 refugee camps of Qalandia, al-Am›ari and Jalazone 
(Ramallah Governorate) has been strengthened, providing children with basic music education. 
The project, lasting three years and started in February 2010, developed from the belief that learning music cultivates many 
skills that will continue to be useful to the children throughout their life. 
Among the several activities implemented thanks to this intervention, approximately 120 UNRWA teachers teaching from 
1st to 9th grade and Al Kamandjati teachers benefitted from a specialized set of trainings, implemented by International 
Experts, on pedagogical application of music. 
One of the main aims of this training path was to provide UNRWA teachers with a set of basic exercises in order to use music 
as a pedagogical tool with primary and preparatory schools pupils. The training did not aim at a sophisticated pedagogical 
use of music but at introducing the teachers to the concept of pedagogical use of music suggesting simple alternative ways of 
teaching regular subjects, using basic musical applications. 
The aim of the training was also to suggest to the teachers the potentiality of music not only in a performance perspective, 
but also as a powerful tool enhancing expression, concentration and cognitive skills. 

In fact, the difficult daily situation faced by Palestinians living in refugee camps heavily influences children, making them a 
particularly vulnerable group. These children have very little opportunities of self expression and enjoyment and are often 
subjected to hard social and environmental circumstances.
The heavy and tense environment in which children live affects both their academic performances and their capability to 
create positive relationships with the others and have a constructive attitude within the group.
In the refugee camps, apart from the few existing child clubs, UNRWA schools are the solely places addressed to children and 
taking care of their education. But UNRWA schools are, at the same time, the most overcrowded schools in the Palestinian 
school system and they lack many resources. In this situation, the role of the teachers becomes crucial but very difficult to 
perform. Schools are one of the first places where kid’s behavior and future educational success is shaped. The reason why 
the first years of school are so critical is because kids learn the base of their educational life, both from an academic and from 
a social point of view.

This toolkit, which includes contents, suggestions and materials developed thanks to this intervention, aims at becoming a 
useful tool for all teachers willing to experiment alternative teaching-learning methodologies and, at the same time, to create 
a friendly school environment which could encourage children in expressing themselves.
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     3.	 Significance	and	potential	of	music	as	a	cross-curricular	subject

        a.   The importance of music in education and pedagogy
 
Every human being has a natural need of music, let’s say an inner musicality. Every child, in fact, has an artistic inclination, 
especially for what concerns music. Indeed, human beings are able to recognize music since when they are in the maternal 
womb and, a few months after they are born, they could distinguish rhythms and sequences of sounds. Everyone has the 
right to develop this creativity and to be accompanied by it while growing. 

The school has the duty of supporting this capability and this right, which is above all consistent with its educational goals. 
The musical experience has therefore to become a cultural and human heritage shared among all people, as it promotes the 
integration of different components, such as logic, perceptual-motor and social-emotional ones.

Enjoy and make music have a considerable space in the lives of children, adolescents and youth.

Moreover, practicing music, experiencing processes of exploration, understanding and learning, produces a fruitful interac-
tion between the two hemispheres of the brain that enhances learning abilities and facilitates both the psychological and the 
physical development.

Teaching music does not mean to teach something the child does not know: on the opposite, it’s mainly a way to explain the 
skills that many of us instinctively have, without having the means to translate it into action, as for example that of playing a 
music instrument. While developing an educational project, the music should be meant as a fun experience and not as a dif-
ficult discipline. Children need to experience music by involving both psychic and motor skills; they need to build a positive 
relationship with this art and to feel a sense of gratification in enjoying the opportunity to express themselves through music.

Nowadays it is universally acknowledged that learning music is of great importance for the baby’s growth and that music 
represents a great opportunity for improving one’s knowledge and understanding of reality. Indeed, music stimulates com-
plex mental activities involving different brain areas and it is proven to significantly improve cognitive skills, as well as to 
foster integration and prevention of learning and/or behavioral difficulties. For all these reasons, school seems to be the 
natural place to develop such a work. 
Through the last decades, many scientific researches showed how music is a great opportunity to better understand the 
unique organization of the human brain. 
There are many reasons to put music at the center of teachers’ and parents’ attention, such as:

1. Music, exactly like the language, exists in all human societies;

2. Musical skills, in human beings, are extremely premature, and can be interpreted in terms of innate mechanisms through 
a phylogenetic perspective;

3. Music stimulates the integration of many brain areas and complex mental activities for its close connections with percep-
tion, memory, emotion and learning.

As demonstrated by Trainor and others  in a study carried out by the psychology department at McMaster University in 
Hamilton, music training improves cognitive skills. After a year of musical training, in fact, it was observed that children 
performed better on tests of verbal, visual-spatial, mathematical memory. These data are further confirmed by the volume 
of grey matter. Such effects of musical training are also of interest with respect to the relation between musical training and 
domains other than music. For example, learning to read a language such as the English one, involves auditory processing, 
as in order to learn to read, children must be able to break a word into its component phonemes (e.g., the word “cat” is com-
posed of the three phonemes /c/, /a/, /t/) and associate each with a written symbol. Indeed, there are reports that children’s 
phonemic awareness and early reading skills are correlated with their musical training.

Source: Trainor, Shahin, Roberts, “Effects of the musical training on the Auditory Cortex in children”, yearbook of the Ney York Academy Sciences, 2003
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For these and many other reasons, music offers vast opportunities for deepening and enriching the teaching of other 
curricular subjects, especially for what concerns primary education. Learning alphabet and numbers, spatiality (forward 
and backward, up, down, left, right), discovering ourselves and the others in relation to our identity and community (family, 
neighborhood, town, etc.) and to our history, understanding the cycle of life, of nature (seasons, food chain etc.), of time 
(sun / moon, day / night before / after, cause / effect) are just few simple examples of how music could play a great role as 
cross-curricular subject.

Moreover, music might be used to teach also in upper stages of schooling (for example, fractions in mathematics, music 
authors or pieces to introduce information about history and geography, the use of sound to explain waves in science, the 
physics of acoustics, etc).

The aim of this toolkit is to provide some stimulus and some practical examples that go in the direction of a creative use of 
music to investigate a topic with and within the class. 

More than the materials it becomes therefore important the path to be implemented that could be enriched with songs 
stories etc., carefully chosen.

While the first part of this publication is devoted to the introduction of a concrete methodology to use music as a cross-
curricular subject taking as starting point songs or music pieces which students and teachers already know, the final chapter 
of the toolkit provides an alternative approach, based instead on the importance of deepening the knowledge of classical 
music and its use as a tool for self-expression, to create positive relationships and, eventually, for teaching. Such an approach 
is based on the belief that all languages rely on the process of semiotics to relate a sign with a particular meaning. The 
relationship between sign and meaning is a code, and codes are often imprecise. That’s the reason why every language is 
subject to interpretation. Due to its nature, music cannot be considered as a language; in fact, music has no code, there is no 
correspondence between sign and meaning. 
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Listening to a piece of music does not involve the comprehension of a message. Everybody who listens to a piece of music 
might associate it with different emotions or thoughts because he/shewill connect those emotions or thoughts to the music 
and those emotions or thoughts come actually from him/her and not from the music itself. 
Hence, the emotions arising from listening to music are connected to cultural and personal memory, to the mood of the 
moment, to the context in which the music is listened and to a number of other factors deeply belonging to the listener. 

While listening to music, every reaction, within a bounded range, is allowed, there are no right or wrong answers as long 
as they fell within the boundaries(for example, people will not jump and dance happily while listening to an adagio or to a 
funeral march nor start crying while listening to Trish Trash polka by J. Strauss Jr. unless it is connected to a very sad event) 
and every opinion is accepted and welcome. Moreover, different points of view on the same subject are considered a sign of 
a healthy social group. 

Due to this characteristic of openness, listening to music can be used as a tool to stimulate creativity, self expression, dialogue, 
learning abilities and confidence. 

Above all, this toolkit’s aim is to provide school teachers with a methodology, a concrete repertoire of exercises and a series 
of specific musical skills related to listening. Teachers are not asked to become music experts; the aim of this tool is to 
give them participatory teaching methodology skills that can be applied to every curricular subject in their classrooms. 
The introduction of such an innovative approach could also help teachers in dealing with group dynamics in between the 
class and in managing the class in a democratic and respectful way. Children will learn how to express themselves and how 
to listen to the others. This kind of approach can be also used to learn school concepts in a more participative, enjoyable 
and creative way, different from the traditional memorizing process. In fact music has always been a way for children to 
remember stories and learn about the word around them. Using music as a stimulus can effect one’s emotions and make 
information easier to remember. Music also creates an environment that is conducive to learning.

Therefore, the two approaches introduced in the following pages are complementary and adaptable depending on one’s 
previous experience and on the situation that, time by time, the teacher faces in his/her class (number of children, educational 
level, socio-cultural context).

Finally, attached to this toolkit there is a CD including suitable music tracks, to be used while experiencing one of the 
proposed approaches.
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4. Use of music as a cross curricular subject through an empiric  approach. 

         a. Towards an interdisciplinary learning approach: guidelines for a peda  gogical approach.

Music, especially in the age of development, is not separable from the other expressive activities (language, gesture, image, 
dance); these activities intersect, combine, compare, borrow ideas from each other, finding their cohesion in the approach 
to fantasy and creativity and enriching themselves through everything belonging to their communicative potential: body, 
verbal, vocal and instrumental sounds, speech and singing, gestures, movements, mimicry.

Music contributes to the overall development of the person, stimulating socialization, intellectual and creative skills, psycho-
motor faculties, and becoming, in this perspective, a mean in addition to being a goal.

The pedagogical assumptions of this approach are: 

 • The concreteness of the musical experience (versus the didactic abstractions still in use);
• Its close merger with the expressive means of voice and body (versus the too rigid separation among these means);
• The promotion of personal creative processing, through improvisation and elemental composition (versus the mere 
reproduction of “ready” music);
• The natural outcome of all this into practice, through collective elaborations of scenic-musical dramatization (versus 
individuals exercise and solo performances).

Hence, the idea underlying this approach is that the teaching-learning experience should be developed through «learning 
paths» that involve goals, rather than through «learning objectives» to be reached through paths. To develop these paths, 
teachers might find helps in every tool which is connected to music:

The body,  which could be experienced as a primary rhythmic instrument already tied to strong experiential paths of the 
child. In addition to this function, the body has an extraordinary motor-expressive potential: the body speaks, sketches, rep-
resents, mimes and multiplies itself together with other bodies. From the free expression to the structured movements, the 
body controls all the area represented by the motor languages.

The voice,  which might be used from its phonemic and inarticulate expressions to the nonsense, to the word, to the rhythmic 
vocal stressing, to the language, the singing, the choir. The voice, being the first way for exploration, experimentation and 
relationship with the world, is, for the child, an even more experienced and technically consolidated tool than the gesture 
and serves many different functions.

Visual area,  to which belong all forms of notation: from the intuitive notation (I hear a sound and I draw it) to the creation 
of graphic scores more or less abstract and more or less descriptive, up to the conventional notation. In addition, to this area 
belong the entire area of the visual and plastic arts, such as drawing, handling of materials and their interpretation through 
sounds or music.

It should however be clearly understood that the idea of starting from experience does not mean to confusedly hurl ourselves 
into the world of sounds without any knowledge; conversely, it requires the use of a well-defined methodology that could ori-
entate such an empirical and intuitive approach and its progressive evolution towards the acquisition of skills and expertise 
that could be brought to the level of awareness and rationality. Here are some examples of these reversals:
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Starting from a «reversed approach» - i.e. from experience and exploration - means to begin a relationship with a number 
of means of which we still do know neither quality nor potential. This makes it necessary, to ensure that the experience is 
an effective vehicle for learning, the use of procedures which could guarantee, for each area of intervention, and then with 
different specificities, the fruitfulness of such an experience through observation and production.

Concerning the use of folk material (and also in reference to the music of famous composers) we should argue whether a 
philological and scientific attitude is a must for the researcher/ teacher or if it might be possible to bring some modifications 
in case they are useful to the educational purpose.
In some ways, this pedagogical approach sets aside from respecting the original musical product. In fact, it takes possession 
of the material modeling it, transforming it, adapting it to suit its needs. In other words, this teaching methodology does not 
aim at «reproducing» given models, but rather at «producing» new elaborations.

      b.   Which teacher?    

We auspicate a teacher who needs books as nourishment for his/her growth and not as a direct support for the teaching 
lesson of today or tomorrow. A teacher who is capable to reinvent every day the textbook, becoming the creator of his/her 
own teaching methodology. 

This is of great importance, as nobody could teach something who has not been assimilated and in which he/she does not 
recognize him/herself.
Hence, we wish to involve a proactive teacher, an inventor, someone who would rather model the elements he/she finds 
through the textbook pages towards his/her projects and goals than to perform his/her duties just teaching from page x to 
page y. 

A   teacher who has a well-defined but not rigid didactical projectand a great capacity in conducting and coordinating the 
group, who is ready to welcome all those creative «deviations» that arise from the children (or from him/herself) during the 
activities. A teacher, then, who knows what to do, but at the same time knows how to «let children do».Somebody who is able 
to stimulate in his/her class the ability to expose themselves, pushing children to give inputs that he/she will coordinate 
and harmonize with his/her program and from which he/she could think about innovating, discovering and enriching the 
educational path. 

A   teacher, finally, who is able to learn from what he/she receives from the group, collecting, storing, exploring and 
processing it in order to constantly renew his/her teaching skills and contents.
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      c.   Practical examples

“Ah, vous dirais je maman” versus “TwinkleLittle Star” versus“A7rufna”

As mentioned above, it is important to use this material as an example of multidisciplinary work starting from a given mate-
rial. Of course, materials and products can and should be differentiated, but the path used might be the same.

We propose as first practical example the famous aria used by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart used in its theme and variation "Ah, 

vous dirais je maman" (K 265) (CD Track 01) precisely because it shows an extreme degree of versatility.
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This simple example of activities and goals (deliberately overlapped) might be represented through an illustrative table showing 
some of the cross-curricular opportunities:

The basic criteria to apply the proposed approach is to reinvent the chosen song from time to time (as Mozart did by ‘translating’ the 
popular theme in a ‘theme and variations’ for piano). We can use the Arab version “A7rufna”(CD Track 02) preserving the melody 
of the song but using, for singing, the transformed text, or we can play with the song by assigning each half beat (note change) to a 
different group of children thus dividing the class into eight groups, or we can use the song for a deeper discussion on its structure 
(AABA) and on the concept of structure and then change it trying to move its sections.

We strongly suggest teachers to ‘invent’ their personal variation for each of the proposals outlined in this toolkit, taking into account 
the age of involved children and the context. The best way to do that is to encourage children themselves to contribute to the inven-
tion, driving their creativity, but at the same time accepting it: this way, the children will be more involved and will become familiar 
with the concept of composition.
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It is always good to develop a small topic at a time, and then enrich the work through a path, going from simple to complex. 
For example, a first step might be to learn the simple melody “Ah, vous dirais je maman” just listening to it from the CD and 
then assigning notes not to a text but to a simple syllabication such as de du de du du-du-de, or the la-la-la la-la la, or any 
other invented by you: the first example may be helpful to explore further the concept of short and brief, but is not essential 
to choose it. Even to teach this simple melody is important to sing it to the children sentence by sentence thus giving them a 
model to imitate.

After singing the melody all together, a game can be to split the class into four groups and assign each group a semi-phrase 
( simple groups of three or four notes) both of Section A and B. Children should then intervene at the right time and keep 
silent when it is the others’ turn.

A first hint of spatiality can arise from asking children to perform the song by placing the four groups in a clockwise direc-
tion (or an anti-clockwise one) and then by putting groups according to a North – South- West (or forward / back and left / 
right) criterion.
Later on, we can match the four sentences and the four groups with simple gestures, asking children to stand in a circle. 
(for smaller children suitable gestures could be to move hands back and forth and/or to open their arms laterally and/or to 
get up and down, while older children could perform more complex movements combining sounds and gestures in a way 
that rhythmically follows the beat of the song: we can make them clapping hands, snapping fingers, clapping hands on the 
chests, stomping feet on the ground etc.). Complex movements will require to be first learnt to the whole class and then to 
be assigned each one to a different group. Again, it would be better if teachers choose some actions and movements and let 
children choose the others.

So far we learned a simple melody and we combined it with movements. We can now add a choreography which is suitable 
for the class (here, we suggest one which is affordable also for young students):
The class is in a circle or on the four corners.

A (twice)

First half-sentence: with their hands behind the back, children perform twice the typical step of the Dabke (cross the left foot 
over the right one as to crush a spider on the floor and then bring it back to the original position) on the pulse.
Second half-sentence: starting with the right foot children make two lateral steps.

B

First half-sentence: remaining on the spot, children rotate anticlockwise with one hand oat the top and the other one at the 
bottom.

Second half-sentence: repeat the previous movement or reverse the sense of rotation.
These movements might be easily replaced by others, either chosen by the teacher or by the children. 

We are now ready to combine all the activities undertaken so far working on the structure and alternating vocal, moving, 
rhythmic and silent parts and even assigning each of them to small groups of children.

So far we have not assigned any words to the song. It is time for a step back and two forward!

We can set aside the choreography and start to teach the text of the simple song “A7rufna” which is a rhyme on Arabic alpha-
bet and on objects and animals.

This work on “A7rufna” might last for some lessons, as also in this case it is necessary to take one step at a time.
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Let’s now suggest some simple games:

1. Assign to each animal a gesture as to recognize it (which will then be mimed at the right time during the song).  Then 
you can add to the gesture a sound chosen by children. We suggest, as before, to do your best to involve all children 
–thus, first to make sure that each child learnt every single gesture and sound and then decide whether to perform the 
song all together or to assign specific parts dividing children into groups.

2. Ask children to draw letters and animals (or objects) on the blackboard, or on  cards that we can then use for the 
next games.

3. Children are standing in a circle and divided into three or four teams. Create at the center of the classroom (prefer-
ably in a confined space - for example, made with scotch) a magic circle and ask children to lay the cards with the letters 
of the alphabet and those with animals and objects in random order on the floor. While singing the song (or listening in 
on the CD) each team, at the right moment, should retrieve the assigned cards. It may be useful to provide some simple 
rules, such that only one child at a time could enter inside the magic circle. You can play this game even without music, 
just clocking the performance of each team and see which uses less time to collect all assigned cards. You can also give a 
set time for each team in order to encourage the members to discuss the best strategy to be adopted to pick all the cards 
(they can decide, for example, that the same child always enters the circle, or they can stand around the circle each of 
them being close to a target and then enter one at a time, etc). A variation may be that instead of bringing the cards to 
their team children have to stick them on the blackboard. Indeed, rules and variations are innumerable.

4. Let›s now play with the children to refer other animals and objects to the letters of the alphabet listed in the song 
and, as a result, let’s invent new gestures and new sounds. Again a good mix between teacher’s and children’s proposals 
will be of great help in the work. Children can then also write the alphabet and the history on the blackboard.
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The magic square:

At this point we can introduce to childrenthe magic square, i.e. a square made by letters and/or numbers that allows us 
to read, sing and compose picking elements from right to left, from left to right, from top to bottom, from bottom to top 
but also diagonally, always getting new paths.
Let’s start by taking four random letters of the alphabet -but you can choose others of course, or you can use them with 
and/or without transliteration, you can use numbers (see next proposed activity) or images of animals and play every 
time to change the structure going in one direction or in another, playing and working on the assigned sounds.



In this case we have included one of the four letters just once on each line, but the game is certainly more interesting if we 
insert some repetitions so that we each line might have a few missing letters and other repeated twice.

You will then create with the children a score made by letters or drawings or sounds or gestures, which will be then per-
formed all together.

Now, let’s change again the text of the initial song and let’s use that of the nursery rhyme on numbers “Wahad Itnen”(CD 
Track 03).

The nursery rhyme is based on numbers and on a simple story of a poor man who is given a jacket. In this case we can 
stimulate children’s imagination inviting them to create a longer story. How may the story continue (for example, the poor 
man finds inside the jacket something magical that ....)? Invent the story collecting ideas from the children, then work on its 
dramatization assigning parts and sounds, and adding, if possible, drawings and costumes/masks.

Be sure all children learnt the new rhyme and then put it into the melody of “Ah, vous dirais je maman”. There is a version of 
Wahad Itnen which has a melody that moves just slightly away of the composition of Mozart. Here follows a version of Wahad 
Itnen in Arabic and a music base on which you might develop activities.

So let us take inspiration from the materials published on the ken from the book «In time with the steps» by Marcella Sanna, 

published in the series OSI/MKT.
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Wahed itnen

Lineup: children are in circle holding hands in the direction of dance; one child inside the circle

Introduction: Sixteen waiting times

A

1-8 eight steps forward in the direction of dance while the child walks inside the circle clockwise and chooses two children 
who enter the circle with him, while he/she says one, two, one, two.
9-40 Repeat from 1 to 8 for four times (to count up to ten). At the end of Part A inside the circle there are 11 children.

B

1-8	children who are inside the circle move freely while children in the outer circle stop and clap their hands on the pulse
9-16 children who were inside the circle go back in the circle (all except the one who started the dance inside the circle)

If you work with very young children it is better to begin the activity sitting in a circle and ask if they can count up to ten 
using their fingers.

Generally, still in first grade children show some difficulties between three and four for the use of the annular and between 
five and six as they have to add the second hand.
Let›s do it with them several times in order to learn the movements and then ask them to repeat the numbers in pairs as in 
the nursery rhyme that we must then learn: one two, one two, three four, three and four etc.

Now, let us develop a text in English (below you’ll find an example, we invite you to create your own version.)At this point we 
can repeat the nursery rhyme in English using hands to refer to the numbers and also to the movements chosen to describe 
the words (words in blue are only an example of variation that can be used involving feet):

One and two one and two
Say hallo (make two steps) in front ofyou

 
Three and four three and four

Stamp	your	feet	on	the	floor	(now step back, like before)

Five	and	six	five	and	six
Bring	your	fingers	to	your	cheeks

Seven eight seven eight
Clapclapclap, don’t be late

Nine and ten nine and ten
Time to spin and start again!
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                            Words  

One and two one and two
Say hallo in front of you
Make two steps in front of you

Three and four three and four
Stamp your feet on the floor
Now step back, like before
Five and six five and six

Bring your fingers to your cheeks
Seven eight seven eight

Clap clap clap, don’t be late
Nine and ten nine and ten

Time to spin and start again!

                   Suggested Movements

Count on the fingers with the arm tight in front of the face
Make “hello, hello” with the hands first to the right then to the left
Take two steps forward, towards the center of the circle or towards 
the opposite row

Count on the fingers with the arm tight in front of the face

Clap both hands on the floor
Move back to the initial position
Count with the fingers of both hands with the arms tight in front of the 
face
Put the two forefingers on the cheeks
Count with the fingers of both hands with the arms tight in front of the 
face

Beat the vibration with the hands
Count with the fingers of both hands with the arms tight in front of the 
face
Make a jump on the spot

Once learned the nursery rhyme, we can put the music on the CD to listen to the melody and to sing it by making the gestures 
of the nursery rhyme. In the instrumental part, hands move freely for the whole duration of part B.
The melody that matches the rhyme is a very simple one and it is always the same for each pair of numbers. Because of this 
we suggest, if you want to perform it by singing, to remove as soon as possible the recorded base, so as to avoid the overlap-
ping between the children ‘s voices and that of the singer performing.
This way we can sing the melody with children choosing a suitable pitch according to their voices.
Another possible activity is to sit down and to put in front of each child a rhythmic instrument to be played only in part B 
(Instrumental part). 

L = Long
S= Short

We might now play the original version with rhythm instruments: children stand in circle each one holding a rhythm instrument 
(drums, rhythm sticks, maracas, bells, etc.); during part A they walk in the direction of the dance being careful not to play the in-
struments. A child without instrument is standing inside the circle and, while walking in part A, he/she chooses some children as in 
the first version of the dance, according to the sung numbers. Children who are chosen and go inside the circle can then play their 
instruments in part B either freely or following a pre-arranged ostinato, and then go back to the circle at the end of part B in order 
to begin the dance again.
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We can, of course, also create more complex choreographies for older students, adapting the work from time to time to the 
classes with which we intervene.

For older children we can work on a conscious listening, coming back again on “Ah, vous dirais je maman”.

We can listen to the theme with variations and then go through an historical-geographical dissertation (Europe in the second 
half of the eighteenth century), discuss about the relationship of elite and popular cultures (the theme was a simple song 
reworked by Mozart. May we start looking for similar situations?) and about Mozart’s life and work by choosing a particular 
feature (for example, that of the dominant language: up to Mozart’s time, all music was composed in Italian and still many 
Countries use the Italian names of the notes Do, Re, Mi etc. Mozart was the first composer to write an opera in German at the 
end of his life - the Magic Flute - Die Zauber Flöte another stimulus for a tale/story). Now the dominant language seems to 
be English. Where do we find it? In what paces?).

We can start talking about the concept of theme and variations, proposing games, telling the same story with the same char-
acters in many different ways and with different words, we can explore the concept of structure (AABA) and shape and the 
possible changes that might be made. We can then look for other songs built on this AABA form, or try to assign letters to a 
well-known song (for example, Hala lala layya, CD Track 04) and then try to sing it by following the AABA structure.

So the chances of intervention are often innumerable both regarding the links between music and curricular subjects and 
concerning the opportunity of building, through music, alternative didactic paths. Just remember to involve one element at a 
time, moving from simple to complex activities and stimulating ourselves to work together with students, creating, modify-
ing and, above all, learning from mistakes.

Let’s learn from what an hero of basketball as Michael Jordan uses to say about himself:

“I’ve missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I’ve lost almost 300 games. 26 times, I’ve been trusted to take the game win-
ning shot and missed it. I’ve failed over and over and over again in my life. And that is why I succeeded”.
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5. Use of music as a cross curricular subject through an emotional approach.

Music, more than other subjects, needs to be “experienced”. Listening is itself a process of participation and it needs to be 
introduced as a group activity in order to break the ice and to let teachers understand how to propose it to the kids. Further-
more, teaching through music, as well as teaching music, needs a different approach from that normally used to teach regular 
subject; pupils’ attention needs to be caught through their active participation, giving them a sense of belonging which helps 
the group in memorizing things, stimulate their intellect and in freely express their feelings. 

Hence, teachers need to be involved in different ways. This experience was designed as follows:

1.   UNRWA teachers have been involved in an on-the job training: once a week, professional music teachers from 
Al Kamandjati delivered music appreciation lessons to their classes, involving the teacher as well. These lessons lasted 
for several months and made it possible for teachers to become acquainted to the methodology and to experience a 
learning-by-doing process which enabled themselves in deeply understanding that music is not only a way to have fun 
but it could be also a way to acquire new skills. Such skills, ranging from the recognition of a rhythm to the memorization 
of a mathematic formula, could help pupils in improving their academic performances and in acquiring a constructive at-
titude within the group. A part from giving the students the opportunity to approach music as an accessible form of art, 
becoming familiar with and proud of their cultural heritage, learning Western music tradition, improving coordination, 
listening and singing skills, the introduction of music education through participatory teaching methodologies could en-
able children and youth to develop new ways of expressing their feelings and stimulate their intellect, enjoy the pleasure 
of producing and listening music as a group activity, and help them in overcoming daily pressure and limitations of living 
in refugee camps. 

2. UNRWA teachers have been involved in a training path, made up by two trainings.
The first Training on Basic Music Education provided by the same music teachers teaching music appreciation in 
UNRWA classes. The training, having an introductory nature, had the aim to initiate teachers to the subjects to be taught 
by AK to pupils during the music introduction sessions at UNRWA schools
The second Training on Use of Music as a Teaching Tool delivered by an expert trainer and addressed to UNRWA teach-
ers. This training, hold during the last year of project’s implementation, has been the last step in the designed path and 
eventually gave the teachers all skills to plan a lesson for their class encompassing music as a pedagogical/communication 
tool to stimulate the participation of all students and to create a set of basic exercises to be used while performing their 
job. This training had a practical nature and helped teachers in understanding how to use the acquired skills with children 
by experiencing group lessons and being asked to behave as a regular class. Teachers have been asked to listen to music, 
to watch short pieces of musical videos, to express their feelings in a direct abstract way or by telling a story (a real or 
an imaginary one) that the music has stimulated in their memoryand to try to figure out how to use these tools to teach 
regular subjects. This way, they listened to their colleagues and they had the perception that the teaching-learning process 
might be designed in many ways. The Palestinian school system, in fact, proposes a rigid teacher-centered methodology, 
which sometimes doesn’t meet students’ needs. Classes are overcrowded and most of the students come from difficult 
families; there is a high rate of children with special needs, who are either not detected or not properly followed. The use 
of an alternative, participatory, students-centered teaching methodology, with the help of new teaching tools, could re-
ally enable teachers in catching the attention of the most difficult students and in creating a friendly atmosphere within 
the class. Such improvement could help teachers in better performing their job as teachers and also as educational and 
cultural agents.
Moreover, during the training teachers have been asked to talk about their experience and their feelings while listening to 
different pieces of music, thus creating a positive group dynamic with their colleagues. Such thing is of crucial importance 
in a school context, where teachers undergo a lot of stress and often don’t have a space to take it out. In the situation faced 
by UNRWA teachers, who teach children for whom they often do not see any future opportunity, the perception of being 
part of a group and of having a space to share with others frustration, worries and, also, best practices and suggestions 
could make a real change in school environment and could therefore produce an improvement in both professional and 
academic performances.
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a. Suggestions for teachers to improve music knowledge and understanding importance of music as a teaching 
and	a	self-expression	tool

          Teachers who are keen to use music as a teaching tool should work on two aspects:

a)  To improve their personal musical experience, thus enriching their knowledge   and   appreciation 
b) To improve their professional experience, thus strengthening their ability in working, alone and in a group, on self-
expression and on definition of practical exercises to be used in their classrooms

As pointed out above, this toolkit is not aimed at turning school teachers into music ones, hence its main idea is to give 
practical suggestions to teachers in order for them to experience an alternative way of teaching their curricular sub-
jects. Main steps of the work of the teachers are:

Task Objectives Practical suggestions

Develop their 
scholastic 
program

• Teachers share with their colleagues 
experience and challenges related to the 
subject taught (groups of teachers teaching 
the same subject), to the classroom (groups of 
teachers teaching different subjects in the same 
classroom), to the school environment (groups 
of teachers teaching in the same school). 
• Teachers select together the music pieces 
to be used, in order to encourage a shared 
planning of the activities
• Teachers are able to express themselves 
in the group and their professional relationships 
are strengthened

Divided into groups, according to the 
identified needs (subject, classroom, 
school), teachers sit together at least twice 
every school year (at the beginning of 
each semester) and proceed as follows:

• Listen to several music pieces
• Give to each participants time to 
express his/her emotions related to the 
music
• Further divided into small groups, 
teachers select suitable music pieces 
and suggest how to use them within 
their classrooms

Implement 
educational 
and didactical 
activities

• To introduce didactical topics through 
effectives techniques, tailored on the target 
group needs and capabilities
• To encourage a constructive attitude 
within the group and a positive relationship 
between the group and the teacher
• To record and analyze group’s reactions

•         See following section

Monitor and 
evaluate 
ongoing and 
final outputs

• To evaluate the effectiveness of the 
proposed activities
• To share such evaluations with colleagues 
in order to compare them with those of other 
classes

Divided into groups, according to the 
identified needs (subject, classroom, 
school), teachers sit together at least 
once every school year (at the end of the 
academic year) and proceed as follows:

•  Share their evaluations in order to 
review what worked in the different 
classes and why
• They jointly decide a set of 
exercises, associated to music pieces, to 
be kept in future programs
• They decide a selection of music 
pieces to listen to and work on for the 
next school year, applying the same 
methodology
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b. Suggestions for teachers to use their improved music knowledge while teaching curricular subjects to their 
students.

The listening experiences should take place every morning or at least three times a week, preferably at the beginning of the 
school day. For younger kids (from first to third grade) the length of the pieces should not be over 3 minutes, for older kids 
(fourth grade and above), that are able to keep their attention longer, pieces can last up to 6 minutes.

The music selected to be listened in the class should be exclusively instrumental music, as the presence of a singing voice, es-
pecially if the text is understandable by the kids, leads the imagination and forces it into specific patterns, while instrumental 
music is open to every interpretation. The exercises presented in this toolkit have been built on western classical music but 
the same approach and exercises can be applied to any other kind of instrumental music.

After the listening session the leader/teacher would ask the children to talk about their listening experience, what they 
thought about while he was listening, what they felt, remember or imagine. Kids could be asked to talk about it, but also to 
write down their thoughts or even to try to draw them. Every child should speak at his turn and the others should be listen-
ing in silence and respect everybody’s words, without making fun or making mean comments. This is a really important 
point to stress in order to educate the class to a respectful and democratic group dynamic. 

Only after all kids have given their comments, the teacher will give to the class information about the piece, the composer, 
the geographical and historical context around the piece, in order not to influence in any way the children’s impressions and 
reactions.

The music experience should at this point turn into a concrete learning experience. Learning through music could help 
teachers in involving children with learning difficulties or other kind of special needs and might help children in using a 
different memorizing process. Of course, different music must be chosen for different teaching/learning purposes and the 
program has to be set up in advance, exactly as teachers do in their usual teaching program. 
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c.      Practical exercises

The table here-below shows how a lesson might be divided and organized while using music as a teaching tool:

What teachers do What children do Duration
BEFORE:

• Prepare several musical 
listening samples of different styles 
(please, note that all samples should 
be instrumental and refer to their 
length according to the children age, 
as mentioned above). Music samples 
should be in line with the school 
subject and program run by the 
teacher at that moment
• Tell students they are going to 
listen to a piece of music and identify 
what they hear, how it makes them 
feel, what it might be used for
• Discuss how to listen to a piece 
of music, remove all things off the 
desk in order to achieve maximum 
concentration.

BEFORE:
• Prepare themselves to explore their emotions 
and to think about their meaning

• Prepare themselves to share with the others 
what they felt and to listen to the others’ reaction

5 to 10 minutes

DURING:
• Ask students to listen to the 
chosen music piece and to draw, 
write or speak about what they 
hear/feel
• Ask to each student to share 
what recorded and encourage them 
in discussing their conclusions, 
trying to identify similarities and 
differences among responses

DURING:
• Listen to the music, record what they hear and 
make conclusions about what the music might be 
used for
• Express their feelings and listening to the 
others; compare conclusions with those of others
• Analyze conclusions and gain ownership of the 
links between chosen music and chosen curricular 
topic

15 to 30 minutes

AFTER:
• Analyze responses, discuss 
them and then link the music piece 
with the curricular topic
• Ask the children to apply the 
same process to listen to a different 
piece of music

AFTER:
• Experience an alternative process in learning 
and memorizing school concepts, linking ideas, 
feelings and information
• Apply the learnt methodology to a different 
listening task

According to the needs 
of the subject and of 
the classroom (each 
topic might require 
more than one lesson)
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Of course, according to the age of children, the curricular subject and the teacher’s creativity, many tools might be added 
to this pattern (drawing, combining music with pictures, organize group works, encourage pupils to deepen the subject by 
themselves, creating songs using music and key words in order to memorize the main concepts of the curricular topic, etc.)

       Here are few practical examples developed by UNRWA teachers during the training:

Music piece Didactical suggestions

Claude Debussy, Clair de Lune
(CD Track 5)

Teachers suggested to connect this track with:
•    SCIENCE CLASSES: the moon (lunar cycle, moon orbit, etc.)
•    RELIGION CLASSES: how the moon’s cycle is used to calculate Muslim festivities, 
lunar months, lunar year, etc.)

Berthold Brecht, Life of Galileo 
(Theater play with music, easy to find 
in the net)

Teachers suggested to connect this track with:
•    SCIENCE CLASSES: Galileo’s scientific discoveries, the solar system, etc.
•    DRAMA AND THEATRE (whereas it’s in place): realization of a theatre piece

Mussorgsky, The Grate Gate of Kiev, 
from Pictures at an Exhibition
(CD Track6)

Teachers suggested to connect this track with:
•    HISTORY CLASSES: The majority of the groups connected this piece with ideas 
of glory and triumph and suggest its utilization to illustrate a war or a battle or to 
speak about political systems or military organization.
•    ARABIC CLASSES: The piece could be connected to some reading texts
•  ART CLASSES: The piece might be connected to history of art, especially 
considering that this piece was inspired by an art work
•    SPORT CLASSES: Linking movements to the music
•   SOCIAL STUDIES: Some teachers suggested to use the similarity of the Grate 
Gate of Kiev with one of Jerusalem gates (Damascus Gate, for instance) and the 
utilization of this piece in lessons about Jerusalem (Social Studies mainly, but also 
History, Arabic or Art)

Mussorgsky, The Grate Gate of Kiev, 
from Pictures at an Exhibition
(CD Track6)

Teachers suggested to connect this track with:
•    HISTORY CLASSES: The majority of the groups connected this piece with ideas 
of glory and triumph and suggest its utilization to illustrate a war or a battle or to 
speak about political systems or military organization.
•    ARABIC CLASSES: The piece could be connected to some reading texts
•  ART CLASSES: The piece might be connected to history of art, especially 
considering that this piece was inspired by an art work
•    SPORT CLASSES: Linking movements to the music
•   SOCIAL STUDIES: Some teachers suggested to use the similarity of the Grate 
Gate of Kiev with one of Jerusalem gates (Damascus Gate, for instance) and the 
utilization of this piece in lessons about Jerusalem (Social Studies mainly, but also 
History, Arabic or Art)

Edward Grieg,Peer Gynt›s 
Homecoming. Stormy Evening on the 
Sea, from the Peer Gyntsuite 
(CD Track 7)

Teachers suggested to connect this track with:
•    SCIENCE CLASSES: One of the groups immediately linked the idea of the tempest 
with Science classes in the study of natural phenomena
•  SPORT CLASSES: For other groups the main characteristic of the music is the 
contrast between calm moments and more agitated ones. This can be used in 
Sport (different kinds of movements, alternation between movement and non 
movement)
•  ARABIC CLASSES: This track could be directly connected with some stories 
from the textbook (such as The Tortoise and the Hare or Little Red Riding Hood), 
or even used to speak about conflicts as a kind of session to approach family 
difficulties that might be faced by some of the kids in class.
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6. CD’s Track list

1. W.A. Mozart, Ah, Vous Dirais Je Maman (K265)

2. A7rufna

3. Wahad Itnen

4. Hala Lala Layya

5. C. Debussy, Clair De Lune

6. M.P. Mussorgsky, The Great Gate Of Kiev

7. E. Grieg, Peer Gynt’s Homecoming – Stormy Evening On The Sea
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